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1. Introduction.

Let M be a bounded region in Rn with smooth boundary QM. Let

{φj(χ}} 7-1 ke a complete orthonomal basis of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian
in M under the Dirichlet condition on QM. Let \. be the j-ih eigenvalue of
—Δ in M under the Dirichlet condition.

We shall prove the following:

Theorem 1. The formula

Π 2Ϊ ~Γ (^\f-(nί^-ι\c (v\t-(*&-(W-l \-C (γ\f-(*f2)-(3f2)+(ίt/2)4-...\L,ί*ι r^Λ^^^ j\Λr iif I vxoV^y^' I I ^^k\ / I

holds when t->0. Here d/dvx denotes the derivative along the exterior normal di-
rection.

In Ozawa [9] the author determined the structure of Ck(x) by the geome-
tric invariant theory due to Gilkey [4]. As a corollary of (1.2) we have the fol-
lowing Proposition by Tauberian theorem.

Proposition 1. Fix z e dM. Then,

(1.3) Σ(9^/9^)W2|fe« = Λλ1+^+o(λ^)+1) as λ->oo,
λ <;λ

where D = (4τr)-Λ/2Γ(2+(w/2))-1.

It is natural to ask the sharp asymptotic remainder estimate. Melrose
[8] and Ivrii [6] proved that

(1.4) Σ 1 = C'|
λy<λ

holds under some condition on QM using wave equation and micro local analy-
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sis. Here the author would like to offer a conjecture.

Conjecture. We have an asymptotic for (1.3)

Here HI(Z) denotes the first mean curvature of z^QM with respect to the
exterior normal direction.

We want to make a comment. It is desirable to get more delicate asymp-
totics of eigenfunction. Zelditch [12] and Y. Colin de Verdiere [3] showed the
following. For details see [3], [12].

When the geodesic flow of a compact Riemannian manifold M is ergodic,
then there exists a subsequence {φik} of {φ^ such that

(1.5) l imf φi(x)2dx = Vol(D)/Vol(M).
i . -*-00 J D

The author gives another conjecture here.

Conjecture. When dimM=2, then there exists a subsequence k. of k
such that

lim μΓ/ ( (QφkjlQv}2dσxk.-+*° JD*

exists and it is equal to C|D*|/ |9M| for D*C9M, where dσx denotes the
surface element of 9M.

The author would like to add one more question. What can one say the off
diagonal saymptotic for

Σ e-VφφjIQv) (z) (QψjIQv) (w) ?

For the off diagonal asymptotic for the heat kernel the reader may refer to
Kannai [7], Taylor [11].

2. Seeley's work.

We recall Seeley [10]. We discuss general second order elliptic operators
with the Dirichlet condition. To prove (1.3) we use diffeomorphism near the
boundary point which transform 9Ω to the boundary of Rn

+= {xn>0y (xly •••, xn)
eJB*}. Thus, the Laplacian is transformed into second order elliptic operator
of variable coefficients. Thus, it is better to discuss general frame work of
Seeley, if the author wants to discuss the Laplacian.

Let <x = (a1, ••-,«„) be multi indices and D" = (—i — ) 1 (— / - ) ",
V Qx' \ dx'
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a\=ctι!• ••#„!. Let A(x, D)— Σ aΛ(x)D* be the second order elliptic operators
l*l£2

on Rn with smooth coefficients. Let σ(Λ)(x, ξ)= Σ #*(*)£*• We set σ2(Λ)(x, ξ)
|Λ|^2

= Σ a*(x)ζ* Here ξ denotes the dual variable of x. We say that Rθ —
l£l=2

{λ e C arg λ=0} is a ray.

We say that A satisfies Agmon's condition with respect to the ray Rθ at x,
when σ2(A)(x, ξ)—\ is invertible for £e/2"\{0}, \^RΘ. See Agmon [1].

Next we consider the general theory on R+ = {x=(xl, •••, xn-^ xn)\ xn>0}.

Then, A is written as

2

y=o

where ^4;.(Λ?n) is a differential operator of order </ with smooth coefficients. Let
#'=(#!, •••, xn- ΐ) and |r— (^i, •••, £n-ι) be its dual variable. Then,

x,ξ) = ±σ. (A :)£-*.

Here σs(A^ is a symbol of yly with homoegneous order j. We put

-σi(A) (*', ξ', DXn) = Σ σ.(A.(<ί))Dl-J .

We consider the Dirichlet boundary value problem in R+. We write B as the
Dirichlet boundary condition symbolically.

We say that (A,B) satisfies Agmon's condition on JR+, if the following is filled.

(Agm): There exists a ray Rθ such that the ordinary differential equation (2.1)
has the unique solution for any x'^Rn~l

y (ξ', frt)=t=0, and for any

(2.1) σi(A)(x, ξ', DXn)u(x', xn) = \u(x'9 xn)

lim u(x', xn) = Q,
*»->°°

u(x'9 0) = g(xr)

We can use the localized version of Agmon's condition in the sense that (A, B)
satisfies Agmon's condition for a neighbourhood of xίtΞR*'1.

Hereafter we assume that A satisfies Agmon's condition for the ray Rθ and
(A, B) satisfies Agmon's condition for the ray Rθ.

We follow Seeley's paper to construct formal calculus of parametrices.
We put
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a2(x, ξ, λ) = -λ+ Σ «.(*)£•
l<*l=2

a.(x, ξ. λ) = Σ^.WΓ , = 0, 1 .

We put

Σ

It should be remarked that λ can be thought as the second order term.

We construct inner parametrices c_2_;.(#, ξ , λ) inductively:

(2.2) C.2(x,ξ,\) = aί(x,ξ,\)-1

<V-«-,+ Σ (J3?α,)(ιΌ,) c-^./αl = 0,
' k-\a\-2-™

= -/,»</

j=ly 2, •••. It is easy to see that £_2-y(#, ?> ^) ^s homogeneous of order —2—j
for (f , X1/2) variable.

Next we construct boundary compensating parametrices. We put

(2.3) «<>>(*, ξ', DXa, λ) =m_Σ .̂ ((̂ - )* «.)(*', 0, /),., λ)/A! .

We put

We solve the equations (2.4).

(2.4) α«(«, f ', Z),.,

+ Σ [Df̂ ί*, ξ', DXa> λ)] (ίD^ rf-.-.ί*, I, λ)/α ! = 0
*-|α»|-2-m=-j

»<y

rf.,-/*', 0, f , λ) - -<:.,-/*', 0, f, λ)

lim d-.2-i(x'> xn> ?, λ) == 0 .
'π-^0*

By Agmons' condition (2.4) is uniquely solvable.

We follow Seeley's paper [10J to construct operators Op(c-.2-j), Op(d~2-j)

(2.5) OJtc-t-tfV, xn) = (2πΓ» e^'^c^.^ ξ, \)f(ξ)dξ'dξn .

(2.6) Ofrt-^Mx', xn) = (2π)'» j j e^'d^.(^ ξ, \}f(ξ)dξ'dξn ,

where f(x',xn)*=C?(Ri) and /(£)=( e-"*f(y)dy.
JR"

We put
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3. (v' r £' v ~\\ Φ />~'X£«// (v' v £' £ \\d£u-2-j\x > xn> ζ 9 Jn ) Λ) — J ζ£<»β n^na^2-j\x > Xnt b > b « > Λ ας nί

Here &- is an anti-clock wise simple closed curve such that 5>_ includes all
poles of d-2-j(xf, xn, ξ', ξu9 λ) in ξi={ξn^C: Im ?n<0} with respect to ξn vari-
able. Then,

(2.7) 0'p(d-2-.)f(x',xn) = (2π)-*

Here

If A= — Δ with the Dirichlet condition in a half space, then c-2(xy ξ, λ) =

(I ξ\ 2-λ)-χ and d.z(X, ξ, λ)=-(1112-λ)-' exp (-+vOFΪ1=:λ*.) where I f 12==

ll-l

Here +\/ a is the square of a whose real part is positive. In this case

ι2-χ) eχp ((-
We list here some facts from Seeley [10].
Fix μ>0. We put

Then, Sμ. is an open real cone with respect to (ξ, ηlί2) variables.

Lemma 2.1. Let V be a compact set in R". Then, there exists μ>0 and
M.t«>Q such that (2.8) holds.

For any fixed x& V, D*c-2-j(x, ξ, —iη) w holomorphic on <5J with respect to
(ξ, -η)-variable and it satisfies

(2.8)
sup i z>^-2-/*, ς, -ίrί) I < i Mjt j ( i ξ i + 1 η i «*)-*-*

J J

holds for any j, a.

Lemma 2.2. Let W be a compact set in Rn~l. Then, there exist positive
constants μ, Mj C6tβί SΛtβ such that (2.9) holds.

For any fixed x'^W,we see that #£D£n<L2_y(#, ξ',yu, —iη) is holomorphic
with respect to (ξf , η)-variable in cS^Γ1 and it satisfies

sup
x GTy

(2.9)
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for any xn3 yn > 0. And it satisfies

Here we recall the fact about Fourier-Laplace transformation. Let g(ξ, η)
be a function holomorphic in Sμ. satisfying

for some &<0. Then, we define the distribution 3)'(Rn+ϊ)G(x, t) by

«?(*, f), /(*.*)> = (2*)— '( J«dζ\~~* €
JR» J-°°-iq

Here q is a fixed positive number.
We have the following.

Lemma 2.3. Arima [2].

Support of G(x, i) is in £>0 and the following estimate holds

exp - ^ r*

/or t>OJor some CΛtβ> δΛ>β>0.

Let^(f ', 97, ί) be a holomorphic function of (£', ^GcSjί"1 satisfying

g(ξ' , * *) <q i rι + h i
holds for any (£', ̂ e^Jl-1, s>0.

Lemma 2.4. Arima [2].
We put

G(x', t, s) = (2a)- \ e'^'dξ' f """
JΛ""1 J-oo-^

ώ a fixed positive number. Then

holds for any t>0, s>0, x'

3. Construction of heat parametrix.

Let us recall the construction of parametrix of the heat equations. Let
{ΩjJ?,ι be an open covering of Π. And let, {^^Γ-i Γψ1*}*-! be partion of unity
which belongs to coverings {Ωk} such that ψA = 1 on support of φk. We assume
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that 6Ω ΠΩjfeφφ for k=l, —,m' and dΩ,(lΩk = Φ for k = m'+l, —,m. Let
Ψk : Π Π Π^-R* be an injective diffeomorphism such that

Ψ*(Ω* Π ΘΩίCβ"-1 = {*=(*!, -, *._!, *„) I*. = 0} .

We have the second order elliptic differential operator Ψf Δ which is strongly
elliptic and it astisfies Agmon's condition at the boundary. We can construct

parametrices c(-}-d> ^-2-y as in section two.
We put

(3.1) Uγ\x,y,t)

JR"

and

(3.2) σs«(*,*ί)
= (2 )̂—1 f «'c'-/)«/ (""" βW'̂ .X*, f ', y., -»

JΛ""1 J-ββ-iff

We put

Then, we put

U,tN(w, *, t) = Σ Σ ψ*
*=ι y=o

Here ((Ψ^1)'^^))! is a Jacobian of ΨΓ1 at Ψk(z). Let U0(w,z,t) be the
fundamental solution of the heat equation in R", that is

Z70(w, ar, ί) = (47rO"Λ/2 exp (- | w-z \

The following Lemma is well known.

Lemma 3.1. Greiner [5].
We put

RN(w, *, t) = C7(w, ar, ί)-(l/ttΛr(w, ar,ί)+ Σ3 Ψ*(
* = »ι/+l

, there exists positive constant δ and CN such that

\D«wD*RN(w, x, t)\

holds for \a\ + \β\ <1, t>09 w,

We fix 20e3Ω. Without loss of generalities we suppose that «;eΩι,
w $ U y.2Ωy. Assume that ψ 1= 1 . Now z is contained in a little neighbourhood
and φl(z)=l. By Lemma 3.1 we see that there exist δ>0, G^>0, such that
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D: u(«, *, o- ΣJ
y=o

We fix weγ, Ψ!(«;)=Λ. We assume that vw corresponds to the exterior unit
normal vector at

We abbreviate ί7(y1) as Uj and Ψj as Ψ. We have

/o o\ Cf LJ /
(3.3) — K*,

4. Proof of asymptotics (1.2).

We put

Jo JjβΛ 9vw dvw

We need some Lemma.

Lemma 4.1.

* dτ ( τ-(*+ι+N'W(t—r\-(*+ι+N'')/2

e-((Vr)+W(t-τ»\^
0 J R +

Lemma 4.2. For any ΛP, y e Fe/?+ . W

Proof. These are deduced by Lemmas 2.1, 3.3, 3,4, (3.1), (3.2).

Proof of asymptotic (1.2):

Let Ω! be one of open covering {Ωk}ΐ,ι. We put w = ΨT1(x) e 3Ω,
Λ"-1. Then, we put

o a

o Ql

Then, there exists ^>0 such that

\ω(w, t)

for any f>0. We put
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(4. 1) Ilιh(w, t) = £ dr JΛΛ (3 OJQx.) (x, y, t-r)

x (dUkldx.)(x, y, T) I (Ψ-TGO I -'ΦΛΨΓ'GO)2 dy

We know that /,-,*(«>, t) ιs an approximation of ω(ιo, t). We see by Lemma
4.2, (4.1) that

!»(«, ί) - Σ /,.»(», 01 sSCtfrc-1

/,*=o

Now we want to expand ^(Ψ"1^))2!^"1)'^)!'1 at xsR"'1. We put v(y)=
!. Then,

(4.2) ^

holds for a

Now we put

(4.3) Ijιh,a(w, t)

= \'dτ\ (dUίIQx.)(x,y, t-τWϋkIQxΛ)(x,y, r) &=^
Jθ JRn+ Ctl

Note that a is a multi index. The following inequality is easy to see

(4.4) |*-

Therefore, we have

(4.5) 7y.t(w, i)

An approximation scheme

^ Σ /y.» *- Σ Σ IJ.H,«
y,A=o ' y,*=o iβ»ι^* Jω

is very well, since when we tends N, k^>°°, the remainder is of order O(ts), for

any s. Thus, if we prove that I j t h t Λ (w> 0 ^as an asymptotic expansion of t
when ί->0, we get (1.2).

We have the following.

Lemma 4.3. The representation

ij.*. ("> 0 = **W..W+*β+l*4llM
holds, when β= —n+j+h+ \a\.
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REMARK. If we put an-k(zu)= S β(/l *(^)> then we get (1.2).
j+k+\a\=k-β

Proof of Lemma 4.3. We put

Jo JR"+ \d

where PΛ=(x—y)*D*v(x)la\. We put

f»..<», 0 = (' ir f (|5ί)(*,y, ί-τ)(|̂ »)(.«,y, τ)P.φ. .
Jo JR\\Qxn I \Qxn I

Then, Ijiht<Λ(w, t) is the sum of these terms. Of course we have Ψ(w)=x,

Now,

(4.6)

Rn
ef' iζ.c-i-fo', 0, ξ, -i

+(2*)— ' j^ «*(-*«( j^'^ ««•( 9^=i)(Λ', 0, ξ, -i

Here g' is a fixed positive number. Recall that £-2-y is of homogeneous degree

—2—; with respect to (|, λ^2)- variables. B<*-2-y has the same homogeneity.
The first term, the second term in the right hand side of (4.6) is denoted by

γ\x,y,t), W(p(x,y,t)y respectively. We make a change of variables η-*ή,

so that -η=Γlή, ?-r1/2|, that is

Now -we put Wφ as

Wγ\x,y, t) = (2»)---1r<-+1

where

j5 = eie-rt*-1/"* 4 f— f - A_,_X*', 0, , -i
J-oo-iq

Here we change the integral path from (—°o—iqt, °°—iqt) to (—00—^, oo—iq).
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We put

Then,

Wγ\x,y, t)

Similarly, we have

H ?>(«, *') = (2»)— l \ n «'"*((""" ^(%^W, 0, 1, -
JR" V J - β O - j g \ 9 /JR

We change variables y— #=r^τ-1/2(f--τ)1/2J>, τ=rt. Then,

(4.8)

where

B2=\1dr(( HV((\-
JO JRn+

χr(/+l*l-l)/2

B3 = Γ dr ( \ H?\(\ -
JO JRtt

+

χr(/+|β»|)/2^1

S4 - Γ rfr ( ( H<?\(l-r)*y, xf)Hΐ\f^y9 x')y*dy
Jo JΛ*

Thus, /^^(w, £) has the form in Lemma 5.3. We do not discuss precisely,

however we see that /$.„(», 0=i(y+*+l-l"e)%.*.>)+^/.*.>))> l̂.- ,̂ 0
= tV'+h+w-n>'\CJ>hιΛ(w) + t1VZj>hJΛ(w)), etc, holds. Thus, we get the desired
result.

5. Comment.

In section 1 we give some conjecture and problems. We add some pro-
blem.

Can one give constants C, C" which are independent of Ω such that

(5.1) C\j < ( (dφj!Qv)(x
JβQ
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